


My name is Miikkael Niemi and I am the Managing Director of Sparklike.
Our mission is to bring sense of certainty to glass manufacturing.
What we do at Sparklike is produce world leading technology products to measure gas
concentration of insulating glass in non-destructive manner. Non-destructivity allows
the glass manufacturers to deliver tested IG units, test already installed units or
perform long term testing to their production.



Insulating glass has been developed to improve the energy efficiency of windows and 
doors. Energy efficiency is a buzz word that we all in glass manufacturing are faced
with. It’s no wonder, as ⅓ of all energy consumption in modern society is related to 
buildings. A good insulation capability is a sum of many things, but insulation gas and 
its concentration is playing a large role in it. 



The window industry has responded to the energy-efficiency requirement by developing different
types of insulated glass structures. Insulated glass units (IGUs) with two or more layers utilize
advanced insulation materials ranging from glass types, frames, sealants and cavity fills to 
maximize the thermal performance and minimize the U-factor - energy penetration through the 
glass. 
In our presentation we limit to talk about gas fill, and measurement options of gas fill analysis.
The efficiency improvement in the U-factor is some 16 % with the use of argon gas and as much as 
27 % in the case of krypton as documented i.e. by the PPG Glass Education Center. It is thus easy
to see why the IGUs, and more specifically gas fill, have a strong position in promoting the energy-
economy of buildings.
High quality raw materials and good workmanship are the basis for a good IGU product. Finalizing
the design with gas fill will improve the product efficiency remarkably enabling lower U-values with 
relatively low cost and no weight gain. 



We should consider that the standards serve the end-user. They will help them to choose quality
products. A family building a house - will consider the energy bill they will face with different type of 
window solutions. A standard will give them confidence to choose more complex solution of glass
structure, that is of higher quality. They are not looking to technical aspects, but more concretely
count on making savings at the end of the month and feel comfortable in their home. 
How we can deliver this to them, is by developing our industry towards more standardized, 
measured and verified products. 
As for gas concentration, we have few standards we are already following EN 1279 in Europe, and 
ASTM in US. 
Most of the time the gas content needs to exceed 90 % with a margin but some regions have
approved lower standards that match the quality performance of their local IGU-
manufacturing better. The challenge for an IGU-supplier is to be able to verify this figure by
reliable measurement as solid evidence of consistent product quality.



Traditional methods are technically really good, they are not structure dependent and 
have great accuracy and repeatability. Most well known applications are based on gas
chromatography or oxygen analyzing cells. Cost and maintenance requirement vary
between application. With the traditional methods skilled operator can receive very
accurate readings from single location of the IGU. 

Downside is that these methods require breaking the IG structure.



Non invasive measuring technologies allow testing the IG without breaking it, which
allows operator to take multiple tests on long testing period, and also deliver tested
products to their customer. These technologies are most commonly based on plasma 
emission spectroscopy or fluorescence measurement. Even though non invasive
technologies allow measuring more IG’s than before, the most common applications
did have have some limitations, such as low-e coatings or requiring extra components
inside the IG.



New types of high-performance glass products are introduced and new coating
solutions brought substantial savings in energy inflow from solar radiation. Although, 
it’s still possible to use the traditional invasive and non-invasive methods to measure
some of these new high-performance glass products, they either have some
limitations, or require multiple measurements. 

Products such as those with multiple Low-E coatings or thick spacer cavities are
pushing the technological development of new innovative gas fill concentration
measurement.



The newest technology within non-invasive gas fill analysis utilizes a specific laser 
application. A laser beam from a laser diode is focused into the IG and the reflections
from the IG surfaces are reflected back and detected. This new technology allows a 
device to be operated from one side of the glass, even in case of triple glazed IG. The 
laser technology is able to penetrate through many different coatings allowing
measuring even more IGU designs than before, most imp. As the technology
measures remaining oxygen, its possible to then calculate the level of gas – what
ever noble gas is used in the gas fill. The results can be analyzed from each cavity
fast and accurately. 



The key point for all of us working within glazing industry is to deliver better and better
products to customers. For all of us, it’s important to self-regulate, and check ones’ 
production quality to remain competitive on the market. We want to help IG 
manufacturers to secure that their production quality is up to par with their standards.

Thank you for your attention, hope to continue the discussion around gas fill and gas
fill measurement during this wonderful event in Baku.


